Why use...

- File SDR’s directly with the FAA and create warranty claim forms
- Save time, save effort
- Easy-to-learn, intra-company system allows multiple users quick access to parts failure reports and claims
- An MMIR form should be completed for all products failing to meet life and/or overhaul limits as well as for products with recurrent problems
- Parts failure and malfunction data and analysis makes the industry safer

The MMIR database provides versatile reports that can:
- Detect potential incipient failures
- Indicate possible negative trends by failed components
- Provide short- and long-term trend recognition
- Provide diagnostic analysis

Maintenance Malfunction Information Report

Now...more than ever

Use the rotorcraft industry’s premier parts failure database to improve your operation

MMIR can help handle your key concerns:

SAFETY & COST
Maintenance Malfunction Information Report

Web-based MMIR saves you time and money.
Sign up today.

FREE!

Full Access users enjoy a feature-rich navigation menu that includes:

- Choice of Quick or Comprehensive searches on over 100,000 reports
- Copy and edit previous reports to save time
- Download data to your analysis programs
- Easily add & update multiple users
- Customizable address book

HAI’s FREE service offers all these features:

- Safe, secure storage of parts failure data
- Easily reviewable and researchable
- Submit SDRs to FAA via Web
- File warranty claims with participating manufacturers via Web
- Print forms for submission to FSDO or manufacturer
- Web-based; NO PROGRAM SOFTWARE
- Can be part of your Safety Management System or CASS program
- Provides a case history database
- Secure multi-user system within your company
- Supplies justification data to extend life limits and/or overhaul times
- Provides extensive fleet analysis
- Detects problems of a similar nature when provided by other users
- Find other users’ corrective action recommendations
- Programmable address book included

NOW INCLUDES EVENT REPORTING!
(Event Reporting Free to HAI Members)

www.mmir.com
Maintenance Malfunction Information Report

Web-based MMIR saves you time and money. Sign up today.

FREE!

Full Access users enjoy a feature-rich navigation menu that includes:

- Choice of Quick or Comprehensive searches on over 100,000 reports
- Copy and edit previous reports to save time
- Download data to your analysis programs
- Easily add & update multiple users
- Customizable address book

HAI's FREE service offers all these features:

- Safe, secure storage of parts failure data
- Easily reviewable and searchable
- Submit SDRs to FAA via Web
- File warranty claims with participating manufacturers via Web
- Print forms for submission to FSDO or manufacturer
- Web-based: NO PROGRAM SOFTWARE
- Can be part of your Safety Management System or CASS program
- Provides a case history database
- Secure multi-user system within your company
- Supplies justification data to extend life limits and/or overhaul times
- Provides extensive fleet analysis
- Detects problems of a similar nature when provided by other users
- Find other users' corrective action recommendations
- Programmable address book included

NOW INCLUDES EVENT REPORTING!
(Event Reporting Free to HAI Members)

www.mmir.com
Why use...

- File SDR’s directly with the FAA and create warranty claim forms
- Save time, save effort
- Easy-to-learn, intra-company system allows multiple users quick access to parts failure reports and claims
- An MMIR form should be completed for all products failing to meet life and/or overhaul limits as well as for products with recurrent problems
- Parts failure and malfunction data and analysis makes the industry safer

The MMIR database provides versatile reports that can:

- Detect potential incipient failures
- Indicate possible negative trends by failed components
- Provide short- and long-term trend recognition
- Provide diagnostic analysis

Maintenance Malfunction Information Report

Now...more than ever

Use the rotorcraft industry’s premier parts failure database to improve your operation with Event Reporting!

MMIR can help handle your key concerns:

SAFETY & COST